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ABSTRACT
Network Security is a crucial aspect in network management with many organizations
around the world spend millions each year to safeguard valuable corporate data and
information. Many companies use firewalls and encryption mechanisms as security
measure. Although there are many types of firewalls and encryption mechanisms in the
market, not all are suitable for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). For SMEs,
these applications might be an overkill, both financially and functionally. This paper
proposes the design of Network Defender, a network security tool, based on opensource applications. Network Defender is composed of four components namely
Firewall, Network Intrusion Detection, Vulnerability Scannerand Exploit Tool. The
feasibility of this design was demonstrated by the implementation of Network Defender
using PfSense, Snort,Nmapand Metasploit. Test results show that all four components
work well together in detecting and disabling network attacks. The use of Metasploit
also enable reverse attacks to be carried out.
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INTRODUCTION
Network Security is a crucial aspect in network management with many organizations around the world
spend millions each year to safeguard valuable corporate data and information. Academic and commercial
research efforts in this field are heading towards the development of a better security technology. The structure
of the Internet itself, is not without fault, presenting security threats not only from outside, but also from within
the network. Typical network attacks include eavesdropping, Denial-of-Service, buffer overflow and Structured
Query Language Injection. These attacks might result in a simple identity theft to loss of lives.
Many companies use firewalls and encryption mechanisms as a security measure (BhavyaDaya, 2013).
Although there are many types of firewalls and encryption mechanisms in the market, not all are suitable for
small companies such as the Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). For SMEs, these applications might be an
overkill, both financially and functionally.As such, this study aims to propose the design of a network security
tool based on open-source applications for SMEs.
2. Similar Products:
This section presents review of similar network security product found in the market. The aim of this
review is to identify crucial components in a security application, thus, serving as a basis for the design of a
network security tool for SMEs. Among the products include SecureHost, RealSecure Server Sensor, Radware’s
Attack Mitigation System (AMS), Sourcefire Next-Generation IPS and StillSecure Border Guard.
SecureHost:
SecureHost uses SSH connection and is capable of detecting an attack and provide appropriate reaction
(“SecureHost,” 2013). Its Intrusion SecureHost Agent studies the server’s specific applications’ behaviour, and
automatically detect, prevent and notify the SecureHost Console of possible attacks. The SecureHost Console
deploys SecureHost Agents to host systems, collects attack and system alerts and notifies system administrators
via a variety of alert channels. SecureHost Console communicates with SecureHost Agents via authenticated
encrypted connections enabling easy remote management and deployment across routers, firewalls and
distributed networks. SecureHost Console reports alerts in real time and historically, and segments alerts across
protected machines and applications. Each alert can be individually examined and correlated to contemporary
system and application log data, network connections and file access history facilitating alert forensics.This
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system has two main components: Intrusion SecureHost Agent and SecureHost Console, both are classified as a
Network Intrusion Detection.
RealSecure Server Sensor:
RealSecure uses SSH connection and inspects incoming network traffic. It has a powerful log monitoring
capability where it scans the log files and search for known text patterns or rules (“IBM Internet Security
Systems,” 2013). Once a possible attack is detected, it sends out an alert message either to an individual or
another system. RealSecure Server Sensor pre-emptively combats threats and addresses vulnerabilities at the
network level while performing security compliance auditing. RealSecure Server Sensor protects against
network vector attacks including worms, bot worms, trojans and Denial-of-Service attacks through a local
firewall and inline vulnerability-centric intrusion prevention. This system has two main components: Network
Intrusion Detection and Firewall.
Radware’s Attack Mitigation System (AMS):
Radware’s (AMS) is a real-time network and application attack mitigation that protects the application
infrastructure against network and application downtime, application vulnerability exploitation, malware spread,
information theft, web service attacks and web defacement (“Radware,” 2013). This system contains four key
components: Network Behavioral Analysis, Intrusion Prevention System, Reputation Engine and Web
Application Firewall, which can be classified as Firewall and Netwok Intrusion Detection.
Sourcefire Next-Generation IPS:
Sourcefire Next-Generation IPS is a system that provide advanced threat protection, integrating real-time
contextual awareness, intelligent security automation, and unprecedented performance with network intrusion
prevention (“Sourcefire NGIPS/NGFW,” 2013). Its passive intrusion detection mode notifies of suspicious
network traffic and behavior while inline IPS mode blocks threats. This system can be further expanded with
optional subscription licenses to add Application Control/URL Filtering and Advanced Malware Protection. The
components in this system can be classified as Firewall and Netwok Intrusion Detection.
StillSecure Border Guard:
This system identifies, profiles and displays attacks on networks by using its Web-based interface. Through
Latis' Dynamic Attack Suppression technology, Border Guard automatically takes action against attacks by
ordering the firewall to block malicious traffic that would otherwise be allowed through (“StillSecure,” 2013). It
can also notify via email or pager, send an SNMP trap or execute a custom script. StillSecure Border Guard
responds to intrusions that match its continuously updated directory of rules as well as anomalous traffic
patterns. It features comprehensive research and advice to help determine how to respond to specific attacks. A
robust database is included to ensure the logging of all network activity, and Border Guard's built-in reporting
engine offers a wide range of customizable, actionable reports. Border Guard is managed by the StillSecure
Console and features multi-user management of all instances of the product throughout the network.The
components in this system can be classified as Firewall and Netwok Intrusion Detection.
Discussions in this section has revealed that the two most important component in a network security
application are Firewall and Network Intrusion Detection. However, the authors argue that in order to cope with
escalating network attacks, two other components should be included namely Vulnerability Scanner and Exploit
Tool.
3. Design of Network Security Tool:
This section presents a design for Network Defender, a network security tool. Network Defender is
composed of four components namely Firewall, Network Intrusion Detection, Vulnerability Scanner and Exploit
Tool. Firewall is a software or hardware-based network security system that controls incoming and outgoing
traffic by analyzing data packets. Firewall determines which traffic should be allowed to pass or rejected, based
on a set of rules (“Firewall,” 2013). It also establishes a barrier between a trusted and secure, internal network
and other networks. Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) is a system that attempts to discover
unauthorized access to a computer network by analyzing traffic for signs of malicious activity (“Network
Intrusion Detection System,” 2013). Vulnerability Scanner is a computer program designed to assess computers,
systems, networks or applications for weaknesses. There are many types of scanners found in literature, based
on focus and particular targets. While the functionality varies between different types of scanners, they share a
common, core purpose of enumerating vulnerabilities in one or more targets. Exploit Tool is used for developing
and executing exploit code against a remote target.
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4. Implementation:
This section presents the configuration and integration of open-source applications in the development of
Network Defender, a network security tool. Network Defender comprises of four distinct, yet related,
applications: Firewall, Vulnerability Scanner, NIPS and Exploit Tool.
After considering many open-source firewalls, PfSense is chosen for the firewall component. PfSense is a
open source firewall/router distribution based on FreeBSD. PfSense can be deployed as a Perimeter Firewall,
router, DHCP server, DNS server, and as a VPN endpoint (“PfSense,” 2013). PfSense acts a router, providing
IP addresses to other server.
Snort is used as NIDS in Network Defender. Snort is an open-source Network Intrusion Prevention System
and Network Intrusion Detection System, capable of performing packet logging and real-time traffic analysis on
networks (“SNORT,” 2013). It can carry out protocol analysis; content searching/ matching; and is commonly
used to actively block or passively detect a variety of attacks and probes, such as buffer overflows and web
application attacks.
The Vulnerability Scanner is made up by Nmap. Nmap is a security scanner written by Gordon Lyon used
to discover hosts and services on a network, creating a map of the network. Nmap uses IP packets to determine
available hosts on the network; services offerred by the hosts; operating systems used; type of packet filters/
firewalls used, and others. In Network Defender, Nmap is used to analyze the characteristics of an attacking IP
address including operating system information and ports used.
Finally, the Exploit Tool component is based on Metasploit. Metasploit is an open-source computer security
project which provides information on security vulnerabilities. It also supports penetration testing and IDS
signature development. Its most well-known sub-project is the Metasploit Framework, a tool for developing and
executing exploit code against a remote target machine. Metasploit is used to execute exploit codes to disable an
attack.

Fig. 1: Logical Layout of Network Defender.
The logical design of Network Defender on the Ubuntu Linux platform is illustrated in Fig. 1. The layered
approach supports two major processes. The first process is data transmission from one layer to another.
PfSense (firewall), filters all incoming and outgoing packets then pass it to Snort, followed by Nmap, and finally
Metasploit. The second process is disabling attacks. Network Defender uses the information from Nmap and
attempts to disable attacks using Metasploit.These processes are illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Process Flow in Network Defender.
Testing:
This section presents the procedures carried out to Network Defender to test its functionality and feasibility
as a network security tool.

Fig. 3: PfSense Configuration.
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The test on PfSense reveals that it is capable for assigning IP address using DHCP and capable of
translating external IP address using NAT (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4: Snort Example.
The test on Snort reveals that it successfully record suspicious activities in logs (Fig. 4).

Fig. 5: Nmap XML Output.
Characteristics of an attacking PC are obtained by Nmap.
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Fig. 6: Reserve TCP Attack by Metasploit.
Test also reveals that Metasploit is successful in disabling and reversing attacks.
Conlusion and Future Work:
This paper has proposed a design for network security tool based on four components namely Firewall,
Network Intrusion Detection, Vulnerability Scanner and Exploit Tool. The feasibility of this design was
demonstrated by the implementation of Network Defender, a network security tool, comprised of four opensource applications: PfSense, Snort, Nmap and Metasploit. Test results show that all components work well
together in detecting and disabling network attacks. The use of Metasploit also enable reverse attacks to be
carried out.
Future work include the inclusion of other tools and applications such as SMS alerts and centralized
database to better equipped Network Defender against attacks. It is hoped that this study has provided a cheaper
alternative to SMEs in guarding their network.
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